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Last updates:  Tower 20 of Mutianyu is blocked by Mutianyu Great Wall office on the 

April 4th, 2016, it's possible to climb over the newly constructed wall at tower 20 of 

Mutianyu by far. In that case, going to Jiankou & Mutianyu is doable if climbing over the 

Wall (around 1 meter in height) works for you. This tour may not be available in the 

future, perhaps the closing of the tower is a sign. 

Itinerary—Jiankou to Mutianyu self-guided tour (10km) 

You will be collected from your accommodation at 7.30am or you could choose the best 

time for you for a wonderful day out to Jiankou and Mutianyu. The adventure begins at 

Xizhazi village–587m /1926ft above sea level. Once you leave the village, the hike is a 

decent uphill to reach the ruined tower-Zhengbeilou–830m / 2723ft above sea level. 

As the hilly trail to Zhengbeilou is a little bit hard to follow, your driver will lead your 

way to Zhengbeikou. Take your time and enjoy views. 
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At Zhengbeikou, the hard part is now behind you. You will be rewarded with spectacular 

panorama of Jiankou and true nature of Jiankou basin. Afterwards, you will walk 

eastwards to Mutianyu. There are a few vertical climbs and scrambles along the way. 

Due to the overgrown bushes, you have to walk along the very edge, quite high above 

the ground. 

 

After passing through many towers along the way, you’ll reach Ox Horn Edge–a 

dangerous section as it looks like ox horn in shape - 1011m / 3317ft above sea level. 

From there take a forest detour past a campsite in the bush, with tracks to walk through 

and gives you the feel of being close to nature. Going through the bush takes about 10 

minutes then you will walk on Jiankou again. From there it's a short walk to the fully 

restored Mutianyu. 

Mutianyu also features a summer toboggan run: open hour: 8am-5pm in summer, 

situated on tower 6. The toboggan run goes down a series of zigzag bends, with an  
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altitude difference of 100m / 328ft. The toboggan ride can be as fast as you want or as 

slow as you want with a hilarious experience. Mutianyu toboggan ride price is 60RMB 

during tourist season. 

 

When ending up at tower 14 of Mutianyu, there are three options:  

(1) Sit back and let the cable car take you down to the exit from tower 14, usually takes 

about 8 minutes;  

(2) Walk down from tower 14 to 10 where you can get off Mutianyu then walk down the 

hill trail to reach the exit, usually takes 1.5 hours;  

(3) Continue walking until reach tower 6 then go down by toboggan /chair lift. If you 

choose option 3, you will enjoy the additional hike then take toboggan down /chair lift 

down. After your hike, your driver can take your to the quality restaurant near Mutianyu 

if required. 
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Jiankou to Mutianyu self-guided hike takes 3- 5 hours and covers 6 miles/10 km.This 

hike offers a glorious opportunity to see the Great Wall at its best. The physical nature 

of the hike adds to the sense of exploration and adventure. 

Does the self-guided tour have a set time frame? No, the self-guided tour doesn't 

have any set time frame. However, the hike normally covers 3 -5 hours with plenty of 

breaks. The entire distance of your self guided walk is 7-8 kilometers (4-5 miles) with a 

total vertical climb of around 200 meters (660 feet). 

Free cell phone rental service is available if required once you are picked up (for 

local call in case you need to contact us for guiding, translation, etc) 

Note: The Free cell phone rental service includes one cell phone and local calling Sim 

with unlimited local calls in case you need to contact us during your tour. This is suitable 

for your Jiankou & Mutianyu hike without tour guide. You would be able to explore Great 

Wall on your own with 100% worry free. Cell phone will be returned back when tour is 

ending. 

Please keep in mind that your driver speaks little English, so please call our office (+86 

185 1025 4530) if there is any misunderstanding with your driver. 

Who would like this trip? Confident adventurers can try our Jiankou to Mutianyu self 

guided walk- all equipment provided as for our guided trips except you provide your 

own food and travel at your own pace using our maps. Our self-guided hiking tours are 

for those independently minded hikers and walkers who would like the freedom, 

flexibility and adventure of hiking on their own. We are happy to arrange self-guided 

hiking trips for single travelers as well as families and groups of up to 12 or more. 
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Our self-guided trips can take a lot of the guess work out of planning and uncertainty 

out of hiking a new route in an unfamiliar area, which can mean saving you time and 

frustration. You don’t have to figure out how to get there, where to stay, which trails are 

best, how to make reservations and arrange for other logistical support. We craft each 

self-guided itinerary to fit your individual interests and abilities, and provide you with 

the information you will need to start your hiking adventure with confidence. 

Did you know? From Mutianyu, you can visit Ming Tomb (approx. 1 hour's drive) or 

Summer Palace (approx. 1.5 hour's drive) if departing at 7AM from Beijing works for 

you. (Best time to visit: April - October.) You are welcome to contact us by filling the 

form online. We will offer you a most suitable tailor-made itinerary with the best price. 

 

 

http://www.wildgreatwall.com/contact-great-wall-hiking-camping-tours-provider/
http://www.wildgreatwall.com/contact-great-wall-hiking-camping-tours-provider/

